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We begin with a brief sketch of what is known and conjectured concerning braided
monoidal 2-categories and their relevance to 4d TQFTs and 2-tangles. Then we give concise
definitions of semistrict monoidal 2-categories and braided monoidal 2-categories and show
how these may be unpacked to give long explicit definitions similar to, but not quite the same
as, those given by previously Kapranov and Voevodsky. Finally, we describe how to construct
a semistrict braided monoidal 2-category Z(C) as the ‘‘center’’ of a semistrict monoidal
category C, in a manner analogous to the construction of a braided monoidal category as the
center of a monoidal category. As a corollary this yields a strictification theorem for braided
monoidal 2-categories.  1996 Academic Press, Inc.
1. INTRODUCTION
This is the first of a series of articles developing the program introduced
in the paper ‘‘Higher-Dimensional Algebra and Topological Quantum Field
Theory’’ [1], henceforth referred to as ‘‘HDA’’. This program consists of
generalizing algebraic concepts from the context of set theory to the context
of n-category theory, and using the resulting language to unify topological
quantum field theory with traditional algebraic topology. Rather than
doing so systematically from the ground up, the papers in this series will
instead address specific issues as they become manageable. The present
paper treats a concept which appears to be of special interest in 4-dimen-
sional topology and physics: that of a braided monoidal 2-category.
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To understand this concept and its role in higher-dimensional algebra,
it is useful to recall some ideas described more thoroughly in HDA.
Loosely speaking, an n-category is a structure generalizing a category in
which there are 0-morphisms or ‘‘objects’’, 1-morphisms between objects,
2-morphisms between 1-morphisms, and so on up to n-morphisms. Giving
a precise and sufficiently general definition of n-categories is, however, a
rather subtle matter. So-called ‘‘strict’’ n-categories can already be defined
recursively for all n, using the idea that for any two objects A and B of an
n-category, hom(A, B) should be not a set but an (n&1)-category. One can
also unpack this recursive definition and obtain a definition in terms of an
explicit list of operations for composing j-morphisms and equational laws
the operations obey [30].
However, strict n-categories violate the fundamental principle that ‘‘In
any category it is unnatural and undesirable to speak about equality of two
objects’’ [21]. It is all too easy to mistakenly treat two objects of a
category as ‘‘equal’’ when they are merely isomorphic, so it is better to
systematically avoid such mistakes by replacing all equations by specified
isomorphisms. Of course, an isomorphism satisfies equations of its own,
which state that it is invertible, and in a 2-category these equations them-
selves should be replaced by specified 2-isomorphisms, and so on. This
leads to the recursively defined notion of an ‘‘equivalence’’: a j-morphism
that is strictly invertible if j=n, but only invertible up to an equivalence if
j<n. The practical advantages of replacing equations by specified equiv-
alences are already quite apparent in homotopy theory, and they are likely
to become increasingly evident in other branches of mathematics and
physics, such as topological quantum field theory.
Taking this philosophy seriously, it is clear that one should define a
notion of ‘‘weak’’ n-category by taking the definition of strict n-category
and replacing all equational laws between j-morphisms (for j<n) by
specified equivalences. To serve essentially the same role as the equations
they replace, these equivalences should satisfy some ‘‘coherence laws’’.
However, to follow the weakening principle, these ’laws’ should themselves
not be equations, in general, but only specified equivalences, and so on:
true equational laws are only to be required at the level of n-morphisms.
Unfortunately, determining the correct coherence laws is a rather tricky
business, so that weak n-categories have been defined so far only for n3.
They are usually called bicategories [2] for n=2 and tricategories [17] for
n=3. A major challenge for higher-dimensional algebra is to find a good
theory of weak n-categories for all n.
In any event, one expects quite generally that in either the strict or the
weak context an (n+1)-category C with only one object V can be regarded
as an n-category C by re-indexing, the j-morphisms of C being simply the
( j+1)-morphisms of C . The n-categories we obtain this way have extra
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structure. For example, since the objects of C are really morphisms in C
from V to itself, we can ‘‘tensor’’ or compose them. A category equipped
with tensor products is known as a monoidal category, and by analogy we
call any n-category arising from an (n+1)-category with one object in this
way a ‘‘monoidal n-category’’. Strict monoidal n-categories are well under-
stood for all n, while the weak ones are presently defined only for n2,
since weak n-categories are only defined for n3.
Similarly, we expect that an (n+2)-category C with only one object V
and one 1-morphism 1
*
can be regarded as an n-category C with still
further structure. In particular, the tensor product should satisfy a kind of
commutativity condition. When n=0, this commutativity condition is
simply the equation zy=yx, and it follows from a beautiful argument
used by Eckmann and Hilton [12] to show the commutativity of the
higher homotopy groups. For simplicity, let C be a strict 2-category with
only one object V and one 1-morphism 1
*
. Then for any 2-morphisms x
and y in C , both the horizontal composite xy and the vertical composite
xy are well-defined. The 2-morphism 1=11V is the unit for both vertical
and horizontal composition, and the exchange identity
(x1 x2)( y1 y2)=(x1y1) (x2y2)
holds for all 2-morphisms xi , yi . Thus we have
xy=(x1) (1y)
=(x1)(1y)
=xy
=(1x)( y1)
=(1y) (x1)
=yx,
so vertical and horizontal composition are equal and C is a commutative
monoid. Conversely, any commutative monoid is the set of 2-morphisms in
some 2-category with one object and one 1-morphism.
As a consequence of the philosophy underlying weak n-categories, when
n=1 this commutativity condition is not an equation but an isomorphism.
In other words, a weak 3-category with only one object and one 1-morphism
can be thought of as a weak ‘‘braided’’ monoidal category: one equipped
with a natural isomorphism
Rx, y : xy  yx
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satisfying certain coherence laws [17, 19]. More generally, we may define
a ‘‘braided monoidal n-category’’ to be an (n+2)-category with one object
and one 1-morphism. More generally still, a (n+k)-category with only one
j-morphism for each j<k can be regarded as a special sort of n-category,
a ‘‘k-tuply monoidal n-category’’. These play a key role in HDA, from
which the table in Fig. 1 is taken. Note in particular the ‘‘stabilization’’
predicted for kn+2.
Unfortunately, the weak versions of these structures have only been
defined in certain cases so far. In particular, the weak version of braided
monoidal 2-categories is not yet understood, because they should be
weak 4-categories with only one object and one 1-morphism, and weak
4-categories have not yet been defined. However, Kapranov and Voevodsky
[21] have defined a more limited class of ‘‘semistrict’’ braided monoidal
2-categories, the hope being that eventually all weak braided monoidal
2-categories could be proven equivalent to these semistrict ones (in some
appropriate sense). This strategy has already proven successful at other
levels. For example, Gordon, Power, and Street [17] showed that all weak
3-categories are equivalent to a certain class of semistrict ones, and as a
corollary, all weak monoidal 2-categories are equivalent to certain semi-
strict ones. Since braided monoidal 2-categories can be thought of as
monoidal 2-categories equipped with extra structure, one expects a similar
‘‘strictification theorem’’ to hold at the level of braided monoidal
2-categories.
Fig. 1. Weak k-tuple monoidal n-categories; expected results.
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Kapranov and Voevodsky’s definition of a semistrict braided monoidal
2-category consists of a long explicit list of operations and equational
laws. The first main goal of this paper is to present a more concise and
conceptual definition. When we unpack this definition to obtain an explicit
list of operations and laws, we find that it differs from Kapranov and
Voevodsky’s list in a few places. These appear to be slight defects in their
definition; for example, our subsequent theorems would not work as
smoothly if we used their definition.
1.1. The Center Construction
The second main goal of this paper is to give a procedure for constructing
a braided monoidal 2-category as the ‘‘center’’ Z(C) of a monoidal
2-category C. To appreciate this rather complicated procedure it is necessary
to understand the general concept of ‘‘center’’ proposed in HDA. In essence
this concept is simple; all the complications arise from the lack of a good
general theory of weak n-categories.
There is no ‘‘set of all sets’’, but there is a class of all sets. Better still,
there is a category Set having sets as objects and functions between them
as morphisms. Similarly, there is a 2-category Cat having small categories
as objects, functors between them as 1-morphisms, and natural transforma-
tions between functors as 2-morphisms. In general, we expect there to be a
very important (n+1)-category nCat having as objects all small n-categories
(i.e., those for which the j-morphisms form a set). This has been worked
out quite generally in the strict context, but in the weak context only for
n2 [2, 17].
In terms of this idea, the ‘‘center’’ of a small k-tuply monoidal n-category
C is a small (k+1)-tuply monoidal n-category Z(C) defined as follows.
Recall that C is really a special sort of (n+k)-category, namely one with
only one j-morphism for j<k. Thus C is an object in (n+k)Cat. Let
11=1C denote the identity 1-morphism of C in (n+k)Cat, and recursively
define
1j+1=11j ,
so that 1j is a j-morphism. Then there should be a sub-(n+k)-category
Z(C) of (n+k)Cat having C as its only object, 1C as its only 1-morphism,
11C as its only 2-morphism, and so on up to 1k , and then having all
(k+1)-morphisms from 1k to itself as (k+1)-morphisms, all (k+2)-
morphisms between these as (k+2)-morphisms, and so on. Since Z(C) has
only one j-morphism for j<k+1, it follows that Z(C) is a (k+1)-tuply
monoidal n-category.
As this construction is a bit mind-boggling at first sight, let us illustrate
it in the case n=0, k=1. Thus we begin with a small category C with only
one object V. The set C of 1-morphisms of C can be an arbitrary monoid.
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Similarly, Z(C) is a 2-category with only one object and one 1-morphism,
and the 2-morphisms of such a 2-category form a commutative monoid.
More precisely, Z(C) is the sub-2-category of Cat having C as its only
object, 1C as its only 1-morphism, and all natural transformations
T : 1C  1C as 2-morphisms. What is such a natural transformation in con-
crete terms? It must assign to the one object V of C a morphism T
*
: V  V,
such that for all f : V  V the following diagram commutes:
In other words, it is simply an element T
*
of the center of C . Thus the
generalized concept of center reduces in this case to the standard notion.
The case n=1, k=1 is more interesting. The center of a weak monoidal
category is a weak braided monoidal category [19, 21, 26]. In particular,
if H is a Hopf algebra, the category Reps(H) of finite-dimensional com-
odules of H is a weak monoidal category, and the center Z(Reps(H)) is
then the category of comodules of a coquasitriangular Hopf algebra DH
called the ‘‘quantum double’’ of H. (Working with comodules and coquasi-
triangular Hopf algebras, rather than modules and quasitriangular Hopf
algebras, serves as a technical convenience.) The quantum double construc-
tion, invented by Drinfeld [11], gives to many interesting coquasi-
triangular Hopf algebras. In particular, the quantum groups arising from
semisimple Lie groups, while not quantum doubles themselves, are
straightforward quotients thereof [20]. Thus the center construction can
be regarded as an elegant approach to quantum groups, which, as we
shall see, makes their appearance in 3-dimensional topology much less
mysterious.
The class of theorems known as ‘‘TannakaKrein reconstruction
theorems’’ [9, 27, 32] further clarifies the relation between the center con-
struction and quantum doubles. Given a Hopf algebra H, the category
Reps(H) is a C-linear abelian rigid monoidal category and equipped with
a faithful C-linear exact monoidal functor to Vect. Conversely, given any
such category C equipped with such a functor to Vect, C is equivalent to
Reps(H) for some Hopf algebra H unique up to natural isomorphism. A
similar theorem holds for H coquasitriangular and C braided. Thus we
may construct the quantum double of H by first forming Reps(H), then
taking the center Z(Reps(H)) of this category, and then applying Tannaka
Krein reconstruction to obtain DH.
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It is natural to hope that other cases of the center construction will give
interesting analogs of these results. The most interesting case that can be
handled with our present limited understanding of weak n-categories is the
case n=2, k=1: if C is a monoidal 2-category, one expects that Z(C) will
be a braided monoidal 2-category. The difficulty with proving this result is
that we lack a general theory of weak 4-categories. Thus we do not know
the definition of a weak braided monoidal 2-category, and cannot use the
expected result that 3Cat forms a weak 4-category. Instead, we need to
start with a semistrict monoidal 2-category C, explicitly describe the
objects, morphism and 2-morphisms of Z(C), and then rather laboriously
prove that it is indeed a semistrict braided monoidal 2-category.
In fact, it is natural to conjecture a kind of ‘‘categorification’’ of the
whole theory of quantum doubles. For example, one should be able to start
with a ‘‘Hopf category’’ as defined by Crane and Frenkel [7]or, better,
a ‘‘Hopf 2-algebra’’and form the monoidal 2-category Reps(H) of its
representations on ‘‘2-vector spaces’’ [21, 34]. The monoidal 2-category
Reps(H) should be equipped with a monoidal 2-functor to 2Vect and
satisfy various other conditions, and there should be a TannakaKrein
theorem saying that, conversely, such data determine a Hopf 2-algebra,
unique up to equivalence. The center Z(Reps(H)) should thus be a braided
monoidal 2-category, and by TannakaKrein reconstruction should deter-
mine a Hopf 2-algebra DH, the ‘‘quantum double’’ of H. Finally, one
expects that this quantum double will be ‘‘quasitriangular’’ in the sense
defined by Crane and Frenkel [7]. More ambitiously, one might conjec-
ture a similar correspondence between braided monoidal n-categories and
quasitriangular Hopf n-algebras for higher n. We shall not attempt to make
these conjectures precise and prove them here. However, it is helpful to
keep them in mind when considering the applications of braided monoidal
2-categories to topology.
1.2. Applications to 4-Dimensional TQFT
Braided monoidal categories are especially interesting because they give
efficient procedures for constructing tangle invariants and 3-dimensional
topological quantum field theories (TQFTs). Braided monoidal 2-categories
appear to have analogous applications to 2-tangle invariants and 4-dimen-
sional TQFTs. As the TQFT applications are more intimately related to
the center construction, we begin with these. To see the patterns involved,
it is helpful to consider first the rather trivial case of 2-dimensional TQFTs.
A 2-dimensional TQFT is a particular sort of symmetric monoidal
functor F: 2Cob  Vect. Here the category 2Cob has compact oriented
1-manifolds as objects and compact oriented cobordisms between them as
morphisms, and it has a monoidal structure given by disjoint union.
Similarly, the category Vect of finite-dimensional vector spaces and linear
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maps has a monoidal structure given by the usual tensor product. In both
cases these categories have a natural symmetric structure, as described in
HDA and the references therein. The sphere with 3 open discs removed, or
‘‘trinion’’, can be thought of as a morphism in 2Cob:
m: S1 _ S 1  S1,
and it gives rise to a product on the vector space F(S1):
F(m): F(S 1)F(S 1)  F(S1).
One can easily check that this product is associative and commutative.
Similarly, the closed disc can be thought of as a morphism
i : <  S1,
which gives rise to a unit for the product on F(S1):
F(i): C  F(S 1).
Thus any 2-dimensional TQFT assigns to the circle a commutative algebra.
The true significance of this fact takes a bit of work to unearth. First, we
can define a ‘‘commutative monoid object’’ in any symmetric monoidal
category to be an object A equipped with a product and unit
m: AA  A, i : 1  A
satisfying analogs of the axioms for a commutative monoid. In particular,
F(S 1) is a commutative monoid object in Vect, that is, a commutative
algebra. However, this is really just a corollary of the fact that S1 is a com-
mutative monoid object in 2Cob, since a symmetric monoidal functor takes
commutative monoid objects to commutative monoid objects. The real
question is therefore, why is S1 a commutative monoid object in 2Cob?
We shall not address this question directly. Instead, note that whenever
A is a commutative monoid object in a symmetric monoidal category,
hom(1, A) is a commutative monoid. Thus hom(<, S1) is a commutative
monoid. Conversely, understanding this commutative monoid should help
us understand why S 1 is a commutative monoid object. Moreover, by
following the patterns in Fig. 1, we can learn something about the role of
braided monoidal categories for 3-dimensional TQFTs, and braided
monoidal 2-categories in 4-dimensional TQFTs.
An element of hom(<, S 1) is an equivalence class of compact oriented
2-manifolds M whose boundary has been identified with S1. Alternatively,
by fitting the circle inside a square in a standard way, we can think of M
as a 2-manifold with corners whose boundary is a square. Then, given
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x, y # hom(<, S1) we can define a ‘‘vertical’’ product xy and a ‘‘horizontal’’
product xy as shown in Fig. 2.
These products satisfy the exchange identity, and taking M to be the
disc gives an element 1 # hom(<, S1) that is a unit for both the horizontal
and vertical product. The EckmannHilton argument then implies that
hom(<, S1) is a commutative monoid. We depict this argument graphi-
cally in Fig. 3.
The appearance of the EckmannHilton argument here suggests that we
really have a 2-category with one object and one 1-morphism on our
hands. Now, the ‘‘extended TQFT hypothesis’’ in HDA suggests that
the best way to understand n-dimensional TQFTs is in terms of a weak
n-category Cn,  whose objects are 0-manifolds, whose morphisms are
equivalence classes of 1-manifolds with boundary, whose 2-morphisms are
equivalence classes of 2-manifolds with corners, and so on, each ( j+1)-
morphism being a kind of cobordism between j-morphisms. (Of course
these manifolds should be compact and oriented; in general they should
also be ‘‘framed’’, but here we neglect this subtlety.) Making this hypothesis
precise would require a general definition of weak n-categories, and also
some careful differential topology. Even in its current vague form, though,
it sheds some light on the situation at hand. Cn,  should have a distin-
guished object V, the positively oriented point. The 1-morphism 1
*
should
then correspond to the closed unit interval. When n=2, hom(1
*
, 1
*
)
should then be the set of all cobordisms from the interval to itself. These
are just equivalence classes of 2-manifolds with corners whose boundary is
the square! Thus hom(1
*
, 1
*
) is isomorphic to hom(<, S1), but now the
commutative monoid structure has a purely algebraic explanation: there is
a 2-category having one object V, one 1-morphism 1
*
, and the set
hom(1
*
, 1
*
) as its 2-morphisms. Understand the isomorphism between
hom(<, S1) and hom(1
*
, 1
*
) in purely algebraic terms remains an inter-
esting challenge; the solution will probably involve the theory of duality in
n-categories.
Similarly, in the study of 3-dimensional TQFTs we expect to have a
3-category C3,  , and sitting inside this there should be a 3-category with
one object V, one 1-morphism 1
*
, and the category hom(1
*
, 1
*
) as its
2-morphisms and 3-morphisms. This category should thus be a braided
Fig. 2. Vertical and horizontal product in hom(<, S1).
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Fig. 3. The EckmannHilton argument.
monoidal category whose objects are 2-manifolds with corners having a
square as boundary, and whose morphisms are cobordisms between these.
Likewise, in the 4-dimensional case hom(1
*
,1
*
) would be a braided
monoidal 2-category, and so on.
In fact, results along these lines already appear in the literature in the
cases of dimensions 3 and 4, but in terms of hom(<, S1) rather than
hom(1
*
, 1
*
). This is less natural algebraically, but simpler topologically,
because the theory of cobordisms between manifolds with corners is not
well developed. So far, the clearest description of hom(<, S1) as a braided
monoidal category in dimension 3 and a braided monoidal 2-category in
dimension 4 has been given by Crane and Yetter [8]. There are many
interesting projects left to do, however. For example, in dimension 3 it
should be possible to use existing results of Kerler [24] and others to
obtain a presentation of hom(<, S1) as a braided monoidal category, and
to compare the answer to what one would predict using the extended
TQFT hypothesis. This presentation should explain the already known
conditions required to construct 3-dimensional TQFTs, such as Chern
Simons theory, which associate a braided monoidal category to the circle
[6, 29]. In dimension 4 one still needs to carefully check whether
hom(<, S1) meets our definition of a braided monoidal 2-category, and
then if possible obtain a presentation of it. This may allow the construction
of 4-dimensional TQFTs from braided monoidal 2-categories meeting
certain conditions. If so, our center construction may serve as a source of
4-dimensional TQFTs.
1.3. Applications to 2-Tangles
Tangles can be regarded as certain equivalence classes of 1-manifolds
with boundary embedded in [0,1]3, possibly equipped with extra structure
such as an orientation or framing. Tangles are important because they
make clear the relation between knot theory and braided monoidal
categories. For example, framed oriented tangles form the ‘‘free balanced
braided monoidal category on one object’’ [16, 19, 31, 33], and this fact
permits the construction of knot invariants from the categories of represen-
tations of quantum groups and other quasitriangular Hopf algebras [28].
The ‘‘tangle hypothesis’’ of HDA suggests that this is part of a more
general relationship between ‘‘k-tangles in (n+k) dimensions’’ and k-tuply
monoidal n-categories. A k-tangle in (n+k) dimensions is something like
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an isotopy equivalence class of k-manifolds with corners embedded in
[0, 1]n+k. The tangle hypothesis proposes that these may be described
algebraically using a specific k-tuply monoidal n-category Cn, k , which has
the cobordism n-category Cn,  as a limiting case.
A very interesting example is the case of 2-tangles in 4 dimensions: n=2,
k=2. Topologists have already studied these 2-tangles, and the work of
Carter and Saito [5] strongly suggests that they form a braided monoidal
2-category. In fact, Fischer [13] claims to have already shown this. His
work is unfortunately rather unclear, but Kharlamov and Turaev [25]
have begun to redo it more carefully. It should also be re-evaluated in the
light of our definition of braided monoidal 2-category. One would even-
tually like to construct 2-tangle invariants from certain braided monoidal
2-categories, such as the category of representations of quasitriangular
Hopf 2-algebras. Our center construction is a small step in this direction.
We cannot conclude this introduction without a word or two about the
Zamolodchikov tetrahedron equation. In a braided monoidal category, the
braiding automatically satisfies the YangBaxter equation. In other words,
given objects A, B, C, the following diagram commutes:
(1)
In the theory of tangles this corresponds to the following equation between
tangles:
Fig. 4. The YangBaxter equation.
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In a braided monoidal 2-category, the YangBaxter equation holds only
up to a 2-isomorphism. Topologically, this 2-isomorphism corresponds to
a 2-tangle which intersected with [0]_[0, 1]3/[0, 1]4 looks like the left
side of Fig. 4, and which intersected with [1]_[0, 1]3 looks like the right
side of Fig. 4.
In Kapranov and Voevodsky’s theory [21] there are in fact two distinct
such 2-isomorphisms, S\A, B, C , corresponding to two distinct proofs of the
YangBaxter equation in a braided monoidal category. However, they give
the same 2-tangle. There is also a deep relationship between n-category
theory and homotopy theory, described in HDA and the references therein,
and using this, Breen [4] has deduced that the condition S+=S& should
hold.
These facts constitute topological evidence that in the correct definition
of a braided monoidal category, there should be an extra coherence law
asserting that S+=S &. We also find algebraic evidence for this, as follows.
It follows heuristically from our rough definition of center that a k-tuply
monoidal n-category should embed canonically in its center when it hap-
pens to be already (k+1)-tuply monoidal. More precisely, if C is a (k+1)-
tuply monoidal n-category and C0 is the underlying k-tuply monoidal
n-category, there should be a faithful (k+1)-tuply monoidal n-functor
from C to Z(C0). For example, the center of a set S works out to be the
monoid End(S), but when S happens already to be a monoid, there
is a natural embedding S/End(S) given by the left action of S on
itself. Similarly, a monoid equals its center when it is commutative,
and a monoidal category naturally embeds in its center when it is
braided [19, 20]. The third main goal of this paper is to show that
a braided monoidal 2-category C embeds into Z(C0). However, for
any monoidal 2-category C it turns out that S+=S& in Z(C). Thus we
can only achieve our goal if our definition of braided monoidal 2-category
includes a coherence law saying that S +=S &. (It is worth noting
that all our results except Theorem 18 hold without this extra coherence
law.)
Finally, if S=S+=S&, Kapranov and Voevodky’s work [21] implies
that the 2-morphisms SA, B, C satisfy an equation of their own, the
Zamolodchikov tetrahedron equation. This is the higher-dimensional
analogue of the YangBaxter equation, and it plays an important role
in the theory of 2-tangles. Pictures of the Zamolodchikov tetrahedron
equation in terms of 2-tangles can be found in the work of Carter
and Saito [5]. Kapranov and Voevodsky, who do not assume
S+=S&, write down 8 different versions of the Zamolodchikov equa-
tion and claim that these all follow from their definition of a braided
monoidal 2-category. In our framework there is only one Zamolodchikov
equation.
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2. DEFINITIONS
We begin by defining semistrict monoidal 2-categories and semistrict
braided monoidal 2-categories. Following traditional practice among
category theorists [18, 23], we use ‘‘2-category’’ to mean what Kapranov
and Voevodsky [21] call a strict 2-category, and ‘‘2-functor’’ to mean what
Kapranov and Voevodsky call a strict 2-functor. Composition of 1-morphisms,
the horizontal composition of a 1-morphism and a 2-morphism (in either
order) and the horizontal composition of 2-morphisms is denoted by b or
simply juxtaposition. Vertical composition of 2-morphisms is denoted by } .
We use the ordering in which, for example, the composite of f : A  B and
g: B  C is denoted f b g.
We use CG D to denote Gordon, Power and Street’s [17] ‘‘Gray’’
tensor product of the 2-categories C and D. This differs from Gray’s original
version [18] in being the ‘‘pseudo’’ rather than the ‘‘lax’’ weakening of the
Cartesian product. For readers unfamiliar with these distinctions, let us
simply recall that given a 1-morphism f : A  A$ in C and a 1-morphism
g: B  B$ in D, the Cartesian product C_D contains a commuting square
Following the ‘‘lax’’ approach to weakening, which consists of replacing
equations by morphisms Gray’s original product of C and D instead con-
tains a square commuting only up to a specified 2-morphism:
Following the ‘‘pseudo’’ approach, which consists of replacing equations
by isomorphisms (or, more generally, equivalences), Gordon, Power, and
Street additionally require #f, g to be an isomorphism. We use their version
of the Gray tensor product as part of a systematic adherence to the ‘‘pseudo’’
approach.
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The category 2Cat with 2-categories as objects and 2-functors as
morphisms becomes a monoidal category (2Cat, G , I) when equipped
with the Gray tensor product and the unit object I, the 2-category with one
object, one morphism and one 2-morphism. This monoidal category is sym-
metric, with the symmetry
SC, D : CG D  DG C
given by:
(B, A) [ (B, A) ( f, 1) [ (1, f ) (1, g) [ (g, 1)
(:, 1) [ (1, :) (1, ;) [ (;, 1) #f, g [ #&1g, f
2.1. Semistrict Monoidal 2-Categories
Since 2Cat is monoidal when equipped with the Gray tensor product,
we may use enriched category theory [22] to efficiently define semistrict
3-categories and monoidal 2-categories:
Definition 1. A semistrict 3-category is a category enriched over
(2Cat, G , I).
Definition 2. A semistrict monoidal 2-category is a semistrict 3-category
with one object.
Gordon, Power and Street [17] have given a definition of ‘‘weak’’
3-categories, or ‘‘tricategories’’, seemingly more general than that of semi-
strict 3-categories, and indeed intended to be ‘‘maximally general’’ in some
sense. For example, associativity and identity laws hold as equations in a
semistrict 3-category, but only hold up to specified equivalence in a weak
one. However, these authors have shown that every weak 3-category is
equivalent in a precise sense (‘‘triequivalence’’) to a semistrict one, so for
many purposes semistrict 3-categories are ‘‘sufficiently general’’. Defining a
weak monoidal 2-category to be a weak 3-category with one object, it
follows from their proof that any one of these is triequivalent to a semistrict
monoidal 2-category. So again, while not maximally general, semistrict
monoidal 2-categories are sufficiently general for many purposes.
Often we shall think of a semistrict monoidal 2-category as a 2-category
with extra structure. More precisely, if C is a semistrict 3-category with one
object V, let C=hom(V, V). This is a 2-category equipped with a 2-functor
: CG C  C
coming from composition in C , as well as a functor i : I  C coming from
the identity of V in C .
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Lemma 3. Suppose C is a semistrict 3-category with one object, and let
(C, , i) be defined as above. Then C is a 2-category, : CG C  C and
i: I  C are 2-functors, and the following diagrams commute:
1. Associativity:
2. Unit law:
Conversely, for any (C, , i) with these properties, there is a unique semi-
strict 3-category C with one object from which (C, , i) arises as above.
Proof. This is a straightforward consequence of the definition of semistrict
3-categories as categories enriched over 2Cat with its Gray tensor product. K
There is thus no harm in thinking of a semistrict monoidal 2-category as
a triple (C, , i) satisfying the associativity and unit law conditions of
Lemma 3. Since the 2-functor i is determined by the object I of C obtained
by applying i : I  C to the one object in I, we can also think of a semi-
strict monoidal 2-category as a triple (C, , I ).
One may further unpack our definition of a semistrict monoidal 2-category
and obtain the same explicit list of operations and laws that Kapranov and
Voevodsky take as their definition [21]. Here the standard machinery of
2-categorical commutative diagrams becomes very handy [23]. In what
follows we write }f, g for the 2-morphism  (#f, g) in C.
Lemma 4. A semistrict monoidal 2-category consists of a 2-category C
together with:
1. An object I # C.
2. For any two objects A, B # C an object AB in C.
3. For any 1-morphism f : A  A$ and any object B # C a 1-morphism
fB: AB  A$B.
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4. For any 1-morphism g: B  B$ and any object A # C a 1-morphism
Ag: AB  AB$.
5. For any B # C and any 2-morphism :: f O f $ a 2-morphism
:B: fB O f $B.
6. For any object A # C and any 2-morphism ;: g O g$ a 2-morphism
A;: Ag O Ag$.
7. For any two 1-morphisms f : A  A$ and g: B  B$ a 2-isomorphism
Moreover, these data must satisfy the following conditions.
(i) For any object A # C we have that A &: C  C and &A:
C  C are 2-functors.
(ii) For x any object, morphism or 2-morphism of C we have
xI=Ix=x.
(iii) For x any object, morphism or 2-morphism of C, and for all
objects A, B # C we have A (Bx)=(AB)x, A (xB)=
(Ax)B and x (AB)=(xA)B.
(iv) For any 1-morphisms f : A  A$, g: B  B$ and h: C  C$ in C
we have }Ag, h=A}g, h , }fB, h=}f, Bh and }f, gC=
}f, g C.
(v) For any objects A, B # C we have 1A B=A1B=1AB .
(vi) For any 1-morphism f : A  A$, any 1-morphisms g, g$: B  B$,
and any 2-morphism ;: g O g$ the following diagram commutes:
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(vii) For any 1 morphism g: B  B$, any 1-morphisms f, f $: A  A$,
and any 2-morphism :: f O f $, the following diagram commutes:
(viii) For any 1-morphisms f : A  A$, g: B  B$ and g$: B$  B" the
2-isomorphism }f, gg$ coincides with the pasting of }f, g and }f, g$ as in the
following diagram.
For any 1-morphisms f : A  A$, f $: A$  A" and g: B  B$ the 2-iso-
morphism }ff $, g coincides with the pasting of }f, g and }f, g$ , in a similar
way.
Proof. This is a straightforward verification. In particular, conditions
(vi), (vii) and (viii) come from the coherence laws satisfied by #f, g in the
Gray tensor product. K
Note that condition (viii) and the invertibility of the 2-morphism }f, g
imply that }1A, g=1Ag and }f, 1B=1f B , for any f : A  A$ and any
g: B  B$.
2.2. Semistrict Braided Monoidal 2-Categories
To efficiently define braided monoidal 2-categories it is useful to exploit
the fact that (2Cat, G , I) is closed, i.e., enriched over itself [17].
Put more explicitly, what this means is that 2Cat can be regarded as a
semistrict 3-category having small 2-categories as objects, 2-functors
as morphisms, ‘‘pseudonatural transformations’’ as 2-morphisms, and
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‘‘modifications’’ as 3-morphisms [3, 23]. A pseudonatural transformation
T between 2-functors F, G: C  D assigns to each object A # C a
morphism TA : F(A)  G(A) which satisfies the definition of a natural
transformation only up to a specified isomorphism. Thus, T also assigns to
each morphism f : A  B in C a 2-isomorphism Tf as follows:
These 2-morphisms Tf must in turn satisfy some equational laws of their
own. First, for any identity morphism 1A : A  A, we require T1A=1TA .
Second, given a composable pair of morphisms f : A  B, g: B  C, the
2-morphism Tfg is given by the following pasting:
Third, given morphisms f, f $: A  B and a 2-morphism :: f O f $, the
following diagram commutes:
Given two pseudonatural transformations S, T : F O G, a modification a
from S to T assigns to each object A # C a 2-morphism :A : SA O TA .
Moreover, for any morphism F : A  B, the following diagram is required
to commute:
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PAGE 2 LIJNEN LANGER
As explained in the introduction, in an n-category the notion of
‘‘isomorphism’’ can be weakened to a recursively defined notion of ‘‘equiv-
alence’’. In the case of 2Cat this gives the following concepts. A modifica-
tion : from the pseudonatural transformation S to the pseudonatural
transformation T is ‘‘invertible’’ if there is a modification :&1 from T to S
such that ::&1=1S and :&1:=1T . A pseudonatural transformation T
from F to G is a ‘‘pseudonatural equivalence’’ if there is a pseudonatural
transformation T : G  F and invertible modifications
:1 : TT  1F , :2 : T T  1G .
There is a similar notion at the level of 2-functors, but we will not need it.
Every semistrict monoidal 2-category has a second, ‘‘opposite’’ tensor
product:
Lemma 5. Suppose (C, , I ) is a semistrict monoidal 2-category. Then
(C, op, I ) is also a semistrict monoidal 2-category, where op=S C , C b  .
Proof. Straightforward. K
There is an analogous opposite tensor product for strict monoidal
categories, and a strict braided monoidal category is just a strict monoidal
category equipped with a natural isomorphism R:  O op, the ‘‘braid-
ing’’, such that the following triangles commute:
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PAGE 2PICA VERLENGD
The definition of a semistrict braided monoidal 2-category is very similar.
However, instead of a strict monoidal category, one starts with a semistrict
monoidal 2-category. Instead of the braiding being a natural transformation, it
is a pseudonatural equivalence. Instead of the equations above holding ‘‘on the
nose’’, they hold up to specified invertible modifications. Finally, these
modifications must satisfy 3 new coherence laws discovered by Kapranov and
Voevodsky, together with the equation S+=S& discussed in Section 1.3.
In all that follows, in diagrams we sometimes denote the tensor product of
objects simply by juxtaposition. We also label some clauses in the definition
using the ‘‘hieroglyphic’’ notation invented by Kapranov and Voevodsky.
Definition 6. A braided monoidal 2-category (C, , I, R, R (&|&, &) ,
R (&, &| &)) consists of :
1. A semistrict monoidal 2-category (C, , 1)
2. A pseudonatural equivalence R:  O op
3. Two invertible modifications R (&|&, &) and R (&, &|&) , giving for
any objects A, B, C # C the 2-isomorphisms
These data must satisfy the following conditions. First, for all objects
A, B, C, D # C the following diagrams commute:
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(( v  v  v ) v )
1. =R (AB, C | D) 2. =R (A, B | D)C
3. =AR (B, C | D) 4. =R (A, BC | D)
( v  ( v  v  v ))
1. =R (A | B, CD) 2. =BR (A | C, D)
3. =R (A | B, C)D 4. =R (A | BC, D)
(( v  v ) ( v  v ))
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1. =R (A, B | C) D 2. CR (A, B | D) 3. =AR (B | C, D)
4. =R (A | C, D)B 5. R (A, B | CD) 6. = (RA, C , RB, D)
7. =R (AB | C, D)
Second, for any objects A, B, C # C, we define two 2-isomorphisms
corresponding to two proofs of the YangBaxter hexagon in a braided
monoidal category:
We refer to these 2-morphisms as S +A, B, C and S
&
A, B, C , respectively. We
require them to be equal:
(S +=S &):
We can unpack this definition to obtain an explicit list of operations and
laws. In his form the definition is essentially due to Kapranov and Voevodsky,
though with certain differences, which we list at the end of this section.
Lemma 7. A braided monoidal 2-category (C, , R, R (&|&, &) ,
R (&, &| &)) consists of the following data:
1. A semistrict monoidal 2-category (C, , 1)
2. ( v  v ) For any two objects A, B # C an equivalence RA, B :
AB  BA
3. (   v ) For any 1-morphism f: A  A$ and any object B # C a
2-isomorphism
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4. ( v   ) For any object A # C and any 1-morphism g: B  B$ a
2-isomorphism
5. ( v  ( v  v )) For any objects A, B, C # C a 2-isomorphism
6. (( v  v ) v ) For any objects A, B, C # C a 2-isomorphism
Moreover, these data must satisfy the following conditions:
(    ) For any 1-morphisms f : A  A$ and g: B  B$ the following
cube commutes:
1. =}f, g 2. =}g, f 3. =RA, g
4. =RA$, g 5. =Rf, B$ 6. =Rf, B
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( v  - ) For any object A # C, any 1-morphisms f, f $: B  B$, and any
2-morphism ;: f O f $, the following prism commutes:
( -  v ) A similar prism, left to the reader.
(   v ) For any pair of 1-morphisms A wf A$ wf $ A" and any
object B # C, the 2-isomorphism Rff $, B coincides with the pasting
( v    ) A similar pasting, left to the reader.
(( v  v )  ) For any objects A, B, C # C and any 1-morphism
f : C  C$, the following triangular prism commutes:
1. =ARB, f 2. =RA, fB 3. =R (A, B | C)
4. =R (A, B | C$) 5. =RAB, f
(   ( v  v )) A similar prism, left to the reader.
((   v ) v ) For any objects A, B, C # C and any 1-morphism
f : A  A$, the following triangular prism commutes:
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1. =}f, RB, C 2. =Rf, CB 3. =R (A, B | C)
4. =R (A$, B | C) 5. =RfB, C
(( v   ) v ), ( v  (   v )) and ( v  ( v   )) Similar prisms,
left to the reader.
(( v  v  v ), ( v  ( v  v  v )), (( v  v ) ( v  v )) As in Defini-
tion 6.
S+=S& As in Definition 6.
Proof. The 1-equivalences RA, B and 2-isomorphisms Rf, B and RA, g
comprise the pseudonatural equivalence R:   op, and conditions
(    ), ( v  - ), ( -  v ), (    v ) and ( v    ) state that it
is indeed a pseudonatural transformation. The 2-morphisms R (A | B, C) and
R (A, B | C) comprise the invertible modifications R (&|&, &) and R (&, &|&) ,
and the commuting triangular prisms state that these are indeed modifica-
tions, expressing naturality in each argument. The remaining 4 conditions
come from Definition 6. K
Note that by (    v ) resp. ( v    ) and by the invertibility of
the respective 2-morphisms, for any objects A, B # C we have RA, 1B=1RA, B
and R1A, B=1RA, B .
The above lemma makes it clear that our definition of braided monoidal
2-category differs from that of Kapranov and Voevodsky in precisely the
following points:
1. Invertibility of the braiding. Our definition implies that the
1-morphisms RA, B are equivalences. Kapranov and Voevodsky make no
invertibility assumptions on these 1-morphisms. Our definition would agree
with theirs on this point, and otherwise stay the same, if we required
R:   op to be merely a pseudonatural transformation, rather than a
pseudonatural equivalence.
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2. S +=S&. As already noted, Kapranov and Voevodsky omit this
condition.
3. Naturality of R (&|&, &) and R (&, &|&) . Our definition implies the
commutativity of 6 triangular prisms expressing the naturality in each
argument of these modifications. Kapranov and Voevodsky substitute
cubes for 4 of these prisms, namely ( v  (   v )), ( v  ( v   )),
(( v   ) v ) and ((   v ) v ). By the following lemma one can
deduce these cubes from the remaining databut not, it appears, vice
versa. In personal communication. Kapranov agreed that all these prisms
should hold.
Lemma 8. For any three objects A, B, C # C and any morphism
f : B  B$, the following cube commutes.
1. =ARf, C 2. =Rf, CA 3. =RA, RB$, C
4. =RA, RB, C 5. =RA, C f 6. =RA, fC
Proof. This is an special case of the axiom ( v  - ) together with
( v    ). K
We refer to this cube with the hieroglyph ( v  (   v ))$. One can
similarly prove the analogous cube corresponding to the hieroglyph
( v  ( v   ))$ commutes. Moreover, we can prove the commutativity
of cubes corresponding to the hieroglyphs (( v   ) v )$ and
((   v ) v )$ using ( -  v ) and (    v ).
3. THE CENTER CONSTRUCTION
Let (C, , 1) be a semistrict monoidal 2-category. The center Z(C) would
be easy to construct if we had a properly functioning theory of semistrict
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weak 4-categories. As it stands, all we can do is use our limited insight into
4-categories to guess the right answer, and then try to justify it by proving
that we obtain a braided monoidal 2-category with good properties. We
proceed in several stages. First we describe Z(C) as a 2-category. Then we
describe the monoidal structure, and then the braiding.
3.1. Z(C) as a 2-Category
As noted in Section 1.1, the center construction applied to a monoid
yields its usual center, because a certain square must commute. However,
as one would expect from the weakening principle, when C is a monoidal
category the corresponding square need only commute up to a specified
natural isomorphism. An object of Z(C) thus turns out to be an object
A # C equipped with a natural isomorphism RA, & : A & O & A
satisfying various coherence laws, such as the commutativity of following
diagram:
for any objects X, Y # C. Of course, this diagram is part of the definition
of a braided monoidal category. Similarly, the morphisms in Z(C) also
work out to have properties that form part of the definition of a braided
monoidal category.
Heuristic 4-categorical computations suggest how these patterns should
continue when C is a monoidal 2-category. We thus define Z(C) as
follows.
Objects in Z(C). An object of Z(C) is a triple (A, RA, & , R (A |&, &))
consisting of:
1. an object A # C
2. a pseudonatural equivalence RA, &: A & O & A
3. an invertible modification R (A |&, &) , giving for any objects X,
Y # C a 2-isomorphism
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such that for any objects X, Y, Z # C, the tetrahedron ( v  ( v  v  v ))
commutes.
Here we mean that the diagram ( v  ( v  v  v )) commutes with
objects A, X, Y, Z, and with the modification R (&|&, &) in the definition
of a braided monoidal 2-category replaced by the above R (A |&, &) .
Throughout the following, we use the hieroglyphical notation in this way.
Also, we use letters near the beginning of the alphabet to denote objects of
C underlying objects in Z(C), and letters near the end to denote objects
of C being used as such.
Remark 9. The fact that RA, & is a pseudonatural equivalence can be
expressed equivalently as follows: for any object X # C, there exists an
equivalence RA, X : AX  XA, and for any morphism f : X  Y in C,
there exists a 2-isomorphism RA, f : (Af ) b RA, Y O RA, X b ( fA):
such that ( v    ) and ( v  - ) commute.
Similarly, the fact that R (A |&, &) is a modification means that the
diagrams ( v  (   v )) and ( v  ( v   )) commute.
Morphisms in Z(C): A morphism in Z(C) from (A, RA, & , R (A |&, &))
to (B, RB, & , R (B |&, &)) is a pair ( f, Rf, &) consisting of :
1. a morphism f : A  B
2. an invertible modification Rf, & , giving for any object X # C a
2-isomorphism
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such that the prism (   ( v  v )) commutes.
Remark 10. The fact that Rf, & is a modification can be expressed
equivalently by saying that (    ) commutes. (Note that
( f &) RB, & and RA, &(& f ) are pseudonatural transformations in an
obvious way.)
2-Morphisms in Z(C). A 2-morphism : in Z(C) from ( f, Rf, &) to
(g, Rg, &) is
1. a 2-morphism :: f O g in C
such that ( -  v ) commutes.
We define the composition operations in Z(C) as follows. Composition
of morphisms is defined by:
( f, Rf, &) b (g, Rg, &): ( f b g, (( f &) b Rg, &) } (Rf, & b (&g)))
where f : A  B and g: B  C are the underlying 1-morphisms in C. Note
that for any object X # C, the 2-morphism (( fX) b Rg, X) } (Rf, X b (Xg))
equals the back of the following diagram:
Remark 11. Eventually this will imply that the braiding in Z(C)
satisfies (    v ).
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To show that the composite of morphisms in Z(C) is again a morphism,
we have to check that (    ) and (   ( v  v )) commute. These can
be seen by pasting together two diagrams of the form (    ) and
(   ( v  v )), respectively.
Vertical and horizontal composition of 2-morphisms is defined the same
as in C; one can check that these composites again satisfy ( -  v ) by
pasting together two diagrams of this form.
3.2. The Monoidal Structure
We have to show that Z(C) bears a monoidal structure (Z(C),
Z( C ) , I ), such that all the requirements for a monoidal category given in
Definition 4 are satisfied.
(Ad 4.1): The object I # Z(C) is (I, 1& , 11(&  &)).
The Tensor Product of Objects. (Ad 4.2). The tensor product of two
objects (A, RA, & , R (A |&, &))Z(C ) (B, RB, & , R (A |&, &) is defined to be
the triple (AB, (RA RB)&, (R AR B)(&, &)), where:
1. The underlying C-object is the tensor product AB in C.
2. By Remark (9), the underlying pseudonatural equivalence
(RARB)&: (AB)&O& (AB) assigns a 1-morphism (RARB)X
to any object X # C and a 2-morphism (RARB)f to any 1-morphism
f : X  Y. These are given as follows:
(RA RB)X=(ARB, X) b (RA, X B),
(RA RB)f=((ARB, f) b (RA, YB)) } ((ARB, X) b (RA, f B)),
or in terms of a diagram:
Remark 12. This will imply that the braiding in Z(C) satisfies
(( v  v )  ).
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To show that these data constitute a pseudonatural equivalence, we have
to show that ( v    ) and ( v  - ) hold. This can be done easily by
pasting together the corresponding diagrams for RA, & and RB, & .
3. The underlying modification (R A R B)(X, Y) : (ARB, XY)
(RA, XBY)(XARB, Y)(XRAYB) O (ARB, XY)(RA, XYB)
is defined to be the pasting:
Again it is easy to verify that this satisfies ( v  (   v )) and
( v  ( v   )) and hence is a modification.
To show that this definition gives in fact an object in Z(C), we have to
verify that ( v  ( v  v  v )) is satisfied. The following picture shows the
tetrahedron. Those vertices in the picture that are vertices of the
tetrahedron are written in big capitals. The remaining vertices occur since
they are needed for the decomposition.
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The following picture gives a decomposition of the tetrahedron into four
smaller commutative diagrams.
Two of them are tetrahedra of the form ( v  ( v  v  v )), tensored by
an object from the left and the right, respectively. The upper of the two tri-
angular prisms commutes by the axioms 4.(vii) with :=R (A | X, Y) and
g=RZ, B , together with 4.(viii). The lower commutes by 4.(vi), applied to
;=R (B | Y, Z) and f=RA, X together with 4.(viii). One can verify that this
tensor product is in fact associative.
We shall often write (AB, RARB , R A R B) as a shorthand symbol
for the tensor product of objects in Z(C).
The Tensor Product of an Object and a Morphism. (Ad 4.3) Let
( f, Rf, &): (A, RA, & , R (A |&, &))  (A$, RA$, &, &)) be a morphism in Z(C)
and let (B, RB, & , R (B |&, &)) be an object. Their tensor product is the
morphism given by the pair
( fB, (  &1f, RB, & b (RA$, & B)) } ((ARB, &) b (Rf, & B))),
or in terms of a diagram:
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Remark 13. This will imply that the braiding in Z(C) satisfies
((   v ) v ).
(Ad 4.4) Let ( f, Rf, &): (B, RB, & , R (B |&, &))  (B$, RB$, &, R (B$|&, &))
be a morphism in Z(C) and let (A, RA, & , R (A |&, &)) be an object. Their
tensor product is the pair
(A f, ((ARf, &) b (RA, & B$)) } ((ARB, &) b  RA, &, f)),
or in terms of a diagram:
Remark 14. This will imply that the braiding in Z(C) satisfies
(( v   ) v ).
To verify that these formulas really define morphisms in Z(C), one must
check that (    ) and (   ( v  v )) hold. We only do this for 4.4;
the other case being similar. To show (    ) one pastes together two
cubes, one being the (    ) cube for f : B  B$ and g: X  Y tensored
on the left by A, the other being a special case of 4.(vii). For
(   ( v  v )) we must show the following diagram commutes:
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1. =ARf, XY 2. =}RA, X , fY 3. =XARf, Y
4. =X}RA, Y , f 5. =ARf, XY 6. =}RA, XY , f
7. =AXRf, Y 8. =}RA, X , Y f .
We cut it into one rectangular and two triangular prisms. To see that the
left triangular prism commutes, we apply (   ( v  v )) to ( f, Rf, &), ten-
sored on the left by A. The rectangular prism commutes by 4.(vi) and
4.(viii), applied to the 2-morphism Rf, Y . The right triangular prism com-
mutes by 4.(iv) and 4.(vii), applied to the 2-morphism R (A | X, Y) .
The Tensor Product of an Object and a 2-Morphism. (Ad 4.5): For any
object (A, RA, & , R (A |&, &)) and any 2-morphism :: ( f, Rf, &) O ( f $, Rf $, &)
we have a 2-morphism
A:: (A f, ...) O (A f $, ...)
(Ad 4.6): For any object (B, RB, & , R (B |&, &)) and any 2-morphism
:: (g, Rg, &) O (g$, Rg$, &) we have a 2-morphism
:B: (gB, ...) O (g$B, ...).
We must verify that these are 2-morphisms in Z(C), so we must check
( -  v ). We do this only for 4.5.
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1. =ARf, X 2. =ARg, X 3. =}RA, X , f 4. =}RA, X , g .
The upper prism commutes by ( -  v ) tensored from the left by A. The
lower prism commutes by an application of the axiom 4.(vi) for monoidal
2-categories to the 2-morphism :.
The Tensor Product of Morphisms. (Ad 4.7): For any morphisms
( f, Rf, &): (A, RA , R A)  (A$, RA$ , R A$) and (g, Rg, &): (B, RB , R B) 
(B$, RB$ , R B$) we have a 2-isomorphism:
} ( f, Rf, &), (g, Rg, &) :=}f, g .
To verify that this is a 2-morphism in Z(C), we have to check ( -  v ).
The following diagram gives the proof.
1. =ARg, X 2. =}f, RB$, X 3. =A$Rg, X 4. =} f, RB, X
5. =}RA, X , g 6. =Rf,XB$ 7. =}RA$, X , g 8. =Rf, X B
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The top cube commutes by 4.(iv), (vi), (viii), applied to the 2-morphism
ARg, X . The bottom cube commutes by 4.(iv), (vii), (viii), applied to the
2-morphism Rf, X B.
We have to verify that these data satisfy the conditions 4.(iviii). These
follow from the corresponding conditions holding in C.
3.3. The Braiding
( v  v ): For any two objects we have the morphism
(RA, B , RRA, B , &): (AB, RA, & RB, & , R A R B)
 (BA, RB, & RA, & , R B R A)
in Z(C), where the 2-morphism RRA, B , X is defined to be the pasting:
First we have to show that RRA, B , & satisfies (    ) and hence is a
modification. This is shown in the following diagram (or follows from the
fact that it is a pasting of modifications).
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The front and the back side of the cube are the 2-morphisms RRA, B , X and
RRA, B , X$ , respectively. The top and the bottom are }RA, B , f and }f, RA, B ,
respectively. The left and the right side are the 2-morphisms corresponding
to the pseudonatural transformations in the tensor product of the objects
A and B, (RA RB)f and (RB RA)f , respectively.
The top triangular prism commutes by ( v  ( v   )). The bottom
triangular prism commutes by ( v  (   v )). The cube in the middle
commutes by ( v  ( v   ))$, which is a consequence of ( v  - ) and
( v    ) as indicated in Lemma 8.
Next, to show that we have really defined a morphism in Z(C), we have
to verify (   ( v  v )). This means we have to check the commutativity
of the following diagram.
1. =RRA, B , XY 2. =XRRA, B , Y 3. =RRA, B , XY
As shown in the diagram below, we decompose this diagram in the
following way: (1) Three tetrahedra of the form ( v  ( v  v  v )).
(2) One prism of the form ( v  ( v   )), namely (A (X
(BY  YB))) (second row, right). (3) One prism of the form ( v (   v )),
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namely (A ((BX  XB)Y)) (second row, left). (4) One prism of the
form ( v  - ), namely (AR (B | X, Y)), (in the middle of the first row). All
of these diagrams commute by our assumptions.
(   v ): For any 1-morphism ( f , Rf , & ): (A, RA , R A) 
(A$, RA$ , R A$) and any object (B, RB , R B) # Z(C) we have a 2-isomor-
phism
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Rf, B : ( fB) RA$, B O RA, B(Bf ).
The following diagram shows that Rf, B satisfies ( -  v ) and is therefore
a 2-morphism in Z(C).
The left and right sides are the 2-morphisms RRA, B , X and RRA$, B , X , respec-
tively. The front and the back sides are pastings as in our treatment
in Section 3.2 of the tensor product of an object and a morphism in
Z(C).
We decompose this cube into two commutative triangular prisms of the
form (   ( v  v )), corresponding to ( f (BX)) and ( f (XB)),
and one cube of the form (    ), namely ((A  A$) (BX  XB)).
( v   ): For any 1-morphism (g, Rg, &): (B, RB , R B) 
(B$, RB$ , R B$) and any object (A, RA , R A) # Z(C), we have a 2-isomorphism
RA, g : (Ag) RA, B$ O RA, B(gA)
The following diagram shows that RA, g satisfies ( -  v ) and is thus a
2-morphism in Z(C).
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The decomposition is similar to the one before.
(( v  v ) v ): For any objects (A, RA , R A), (B, RB , R B),
(C, RC , R C) # Z(C) we have the 2-isomorphism R (A, B|C)=1(RARB)C :
( v  ( v  v )): For any objects (A, RA , R A), (B, RB , R B),
(C, RC , R C) # Z(C) we have the 2-isomorphism R (A|B, C) :
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To verify that R (A| &, &) is a 2-morphism in Z(C), we have to check
( -  v ). The next diagram gives the proof.
The top triangle corresponds to the 2-morphism R (A | B, C) X. The
bottom triangle corresponds to the 2-morphism XR (A | B, C) . The back
side is RRA, BC, X , the left front side is RRA, B C, X and the right front side is
RBRA, C, X . The decomposition is indicated in the diagram.
Now we have to verify that these data satisfy all the axioms of a braided
monoidal 2-category. The tetrahedron ( v  ( v  v  v )) commutes by
the definition of the objects of Z(C). The diagram (( v  v ) ( v  v ))
commutes by the definition of the tensor product of two objects in Z(C).
By the same definition can be shown that (( v  v  v ) v ) commutes in
Z(C). Note that because of our special choice of the 2-morphism RRA, B , &
that completes the morphism RA, B to a morphism in Z(C), the two
2-morphisms S+ and S& are equal in Z(C).
The other axioms of a braided monoidal 2-category are either part of our
definitions, or else we have indicated within our Remarks which definitions
imply them. We may summarize by stating:
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Theorem 15. Given any semistrict monoidal 2-category C, the center
Z(C) is semistrict braided monoidal 2-category.
4. EMBEDDING C IN Z(C)
Given a semistrict braided monoidal 2-category C, we would like to
embed it in its center by a braided monoidal 2-functor F: C  Z(C).
Developing a general definition of ‘‘braided monoidal 2-functor’’ would
require a fair amount of work. Luckily, in our case we can restrict our-
selves to a very strict sort of braided monoidal 2-functor which is easy to
define. The following definition should not be taken as fundamental; it is
simply designed to be the strictest one for which our embedding theorem
holds.
Definition 16. Let (C,  , I, R, R (&|&, &) , R (&, &|&)) and (C$, $, I,
R$, R $(&| &, &) , R $(&, &| &)) be braided monoidal 2-categories. A monoidal
2-functor consists of:
v A 2-functor F: C  C$ such that F(I )=I$.
v A pseudonatural transformation
!: (FG F) b $ O  b F,
v an invertible modification :: (1!) b ! O (!1) b !, such that the
following diagram commutes.
1. =}!, ! 2. =:XY, Z, W 3. =:X, Y, ZW
4. =:X, YZ, W 5. =:X, Y, ZF(W ) 6. =F(X):Y, Z, W
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Definition 17. A braided monoidal 2-functor consists of
v a monoidal 2-functor (F, !, :)
v a modification
FR : ! b F(R) O R$ b !,
such that the following two diagrams commute, expressing the fact that F
respects the modifications R (&|&, &) and R (&, &|&) up to !.
1. =R$F(X), ! 2. =FR 3. =R $(F(X) | F(Y), F(Z))
4. =F(R (X | Y, Z)) 5. =FR F(Z) 6. =F(Y)FR
7. =:Y, X, Z 8. =!R, Z 9. =!Y, R
10. =:Y, Z, X 11. =:X, Y, Z
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1. =R$!, F(Z) 2. =FR 3. =R $(F(A), F(B) | F(Z))
4. =F(R (X, Y | Z)) 5. =F(X)FR 6. =FRF(Y)
7. =:X, Z, Y 8. =!X, R 9. =!R, Y
10. =:Z, X, Y 11. =:X, Y, Z
Theorem 18. Let (C,  , I, T, T (&|&, &) , T (&, &|&)) be a semistrict
braided monoidal 2-category, and let Z(C) be its center. Then there is a
braided monoidal 2-functor F: C  Z(C) given as follows:
F(A)=(A, TA, & , T (A |&, &))
F( f )=( f, Tf, &)
F(:)=:.
Moreover F is injective on objects, morphisms and 2-morphisms, and surjec-
tive on 2-morphisms.
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Proof. First let us show that F is a monoidal 2-functor. For this,
we must define a pseudonatural 1-morphism !A, B : F(A)F(B) 
F(AB), where A, B # C. We let
!A, B=(1AB , T &1(A, B |&)): (A, TA, & , T (A |&, &))Z(C ) (B, TB, & , T (B |&, &))
 (AB, TAB, & , T (AB |&, &)).
To be a morphism in Z(C), !A, B has to satisfy (   ( v  v )). This is
equivalent to the axiom (( v  v ) ( v  v )) in C. We show that ! is
natural, not merely pseudonatural. To this end we first show that for any
morphism f: A  A$ in C the following diagram commutes ‘‘on the nose’’.
(Remember our shorthand symbol for tensor products in Z(C).)
The morphism ‘‘first right, then down’’ equals
( fB, TfB, & } (T &1(A, B |&) b (& fB))).
The morphism ‘‘first down, then right’’ equals
( fB, (( fB &) b T &1(A, B |&))
} (}f, TB, X b (TA$, X B)) } ((ATB, X) b (Tf, X B)).
These two Z(C)-morphisms are equal, since by ((   v ) v ), the
underlying 2-morphisms are equal:
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Then we must show naturality with respect to morphisms of the form
g: B  B$, which is similar. Finally, it is easy to show that ! is also com-
patible with 2-morphisms. Using the axiom (( v  v  v ) v ) we see that
! fullfills the associativity condition on the nose, so we can define : to be
the identity.
Next, we show that F is braided and, in addition, FR=id.
FR=id: ! b F(T )  RZ(C ) b !.
This is done by the following calculation.
(! b F b !&1)A, B=(1AB , T &1(A, B |&)) b (TA, B , TTA, B, &) b (1AB , T (A, B |&))
=(TA, B , S &A, B, &)
=(TA, B , S +A, B, &)
=(TA, B , RTA, B, &)
=RZ(C)A, B
Here !-1=(1AB , T (A, B |-)) is the inverse of !, as can be easily verified
using the composition law for 1-morphisms in Z(C). The third equation
holds by our assumption that S+=S &. The fifth equation holds according
to our definition of the braiding in Z(C).
Finally, we must check that both diagrams in the definition of a strong
braided monoidal 2-functor commute. In the first diagram all the 2-morphisms
except 3 and 4 are identities. Note that the 2-morphism labeled 1, namely
TF(X), ! , is the identity, since the 1-morphism part of ! is the identity, and
that by an application of axiom ( v  - ), face 1 commutes on the nose.
The remaining 2-morphisms 3 and 4 are equal.
In the second diagram the 2-morphism 3 is the identity. Here, the
2-morphism 1 is defined to be R&1(X, Y | Z) and hence agrees with 4. The
remaining 2-morphisms are identities, so this diagram also commutes. K
5. CONCLUSIONS
While we have made some progress in understanding monoidal
2-categories and braided monoidal 2-categories, it seems clear that a truly
elegant, not to mention correct, treatment of these concepts requires a
better understanding of 3-categories and 4-categories. In this spirit, we
would like to conclude with a list of some issues that are not yet resolved.
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(1) We have not included in our definition of semistrict braided
monoidal 2-category any axioms involving the unit object I (other than
those appearing in the definition of semistrict monoidal 2-category). In the
case of a strict braided monoidal category, where AI=AI=A for any
object A, there are theorems saying that RA, I=RI, A=1A . In the
2-categorical setting the proof for this theorem turns into an isomorphism:
RA, I $RI, A $1A . If we assumed these isomorphisms were equations and in
addition that Rf, I=RI, f=1f for all 1-morphisms f : I  I, then we could
conclude that any braided monoidal category with one object gives a sym-
metric monoidal category, as expected.
(2) In the center Z(C) as we have defined it, the 2-morphisms
R (A, B | C) are all identity 2-morphisms, while the 2-morphisms R (A | B, C) are
not. This points to a curious asymmetry in our definition of the center. One
could equally well have defined the center so that R (A | B, C) was always the
identity, and not R (A, B | C) , but the question is: why is any ‘‘symmetry-
breaking’’ required? It may be relevant that Gordon, Power and Street’s
proof [17] that any tricategory is triequivalent to a semistrict 3-category
involves a ‘‘symmetry-breaking’’ maneuver. This occurs because the defini-
tion of semistrict 3-category has an inherent asymmetry, in that given
f : A  A$ and g: B  B$, the 2-morphism }f, g goes from (Ag)( fB$)
to ( fB)(A$g) rather than vice versa. Perhaps, therefore, the center
construction involves no asymmetries at the level of weak n-categories, but
an arbitrary symmetry breaking is needed to translate it into the
framework of semistrict n-categories.
Because the strong braided monoidal 2-functor of Theorem 18 is injec-
tive on objects, morphisms and 2-morphisms, this result thus serves as
a strictification theorem asserting that any semistrict braided monoidal
2-category C is equivalent (in a precise sense) to one for which R (&, & |&)
is trivial. Indeed, one may prove this strictification in other ways as well.
One can also, of course, show that any semistrict braided monoidal
2-category C is equivalent in the same sense to one for which R (&|&, &)
is trivial.
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